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Dee has always been good at wearing masks. Not letting anyone see the real her. She's content

being the happy-go-lucky best friend. The strong willed boss. The independent woman who doesn't

need a man. She's terrified that all it will take is one person to make all her carefully constructed

walls crumble into fine dust. The second Beck sees Dee, he knows that she will be his. He sees

past the gorgeous smiles and heart-stopping laughter. She doesn't want him to know her secrets or

the past that haunts her, but he makes it his mission to find out. Dee can run all she wants, but it will

never be far enough to stop Beck from coming after her. She's it for him and she knows it. She's just

too scared to admit it. Contains mature themes.
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I was giving an ARC of this book from the author for an honest review so here goes :)I flipping loved

this book!!!!! It is hands down my favorite of the series. And Okay I know I may say that with

everyone BUT it is only because Harper makes it so flipping hard. But its decided this is my favorite!

Beck and Dee just stole my heart and they have no intentions of giving it back. But after this book I

don't want it back!This book starts off pretty much around the time that Cage's story wraps up. But it

goes back to the night in the pub where Lizzy see's Axel for the first time in years. Just as there life

is changing so Is Dee's and Becks as that's that first time they meet. The attraction to each other is

straight away. You could cut threw the sexual tension with a knife its that strong. But no matter how

much Dee wants him it can only ever be sex to her. She's had to much hurt in her life to let a man

into her heart. Dee has some serious issues. But cab you blame her? Her childhood was horrific,her



parents are EVIL! Lets just put it this way they won't be winning any parent of the year awards any

time soon.So she wants sex not a relationship. But Beck isn't gonna take that. He wants her

heart,body and soul. And he's willing to wait as long as he has to for her to realize that. And so there

dance begin's. One step forward and two steps back. Every time he knocks one of her walls down

she builds to more back up.So she try's to much him away. But even bringing men around when

she knows he'll see or find out doesn't do anything. Beck isn't going anywhere no matter what she

does. Because he can see what everyone else has been so blind to. He see's her crumbling. And

the constant sadness behind her eyes that never leaves her in all the time he's knowing her.

Oh Holy Alpha hotness!!!! 5 ALPHA HOTNESS STARS!!!!Axel, Cage or Beck- ???â€”that is the

question!!!! I canâ€™t decide Harper Sloan you have put me in quite a predicament!!! Oh where to

begin with all the alpha hotness that is this Beck?? Denise Roberts is Izzyâ€™s best friend- carefree

and full of life or so it seems. She lives her life behind a false smile, a faÃƒÂ§ade so well in place

that even those closest to her have no idea and every day she sinks deeper into a profound despair.

John Beckett is oh so hot, hot, hot but so much more. Underneath this alpha is a heart of gold, a

man who knows what he wants and how to get it; someone who fights for and fiercely protects those

he loves (as all the corps security alphas do).When Dee and Beck meet, the spark is instant and

there is no denying what they both want. Dee wants a no strings attached fling, but her resolve to

keep it strictly physical cracks each time she is with Beck. Man Beck and Dee were a force of nature

together â€“ they scorched up the pages!!! Beck makes it his mission to break down Deeâ€™s

carefully constructed walls and boy does this man have the patience of a saint- Dee does not make

this easy. In Axel, we see the instant attraction between Dee and Beck and we get bits and pieces

of their relationship in Cage- its obvious trouble is brewing. Dee has not lived an easy life beginning

with her parentâ€™s physical and psychological abuse, failed relationships and the immense guilt

she carries for her role in bringing Brandon into Izzyâ€™s life. To the outsider it seems Dee and

Beck are playing games- will they or wonâ€™t they? But so much pain and sorrow exist in Dee that

she cannot bring herself to allow Beck in. I understood Deeâ€™s crippling fear and reluctance as

her life was far from easy and that is an understatement.
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